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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

DAVE TESSITORE, K1DT

Most Amateur Radio classes are focused on passing the FCC exam and getting your license, but there
is little instruction available about what you do once you get it. To complicate matters, Amateur Radio has so many different facets, any one of which is an endless wormhole of information. To master
one may take a lifetime. This is where a radio club comes in. The PRA, being an active club with
members having diverse interests, can expose you to many aspects of this hobby you may not otherwise had encountered.
A VHF/UHF Handi-Talkie opens small window into the hobby. Some Hams are content with just
this aspect, and never move beyond operating on repeaters. That’s ok, but they’re missing the other
95%. It’s like you’re getting into boating, got yourself a rowboat and stopped there. Not that there is
anything wrong with enjoying the pleasure of a rowboat, but there is a lot more to be explored between it and, say, the around-the-world Ocean Race. A visit to our website www.W1OP.com and
our “QRZ” page www.qrz.com/db/W1OP will provide glimpses into many of the activities the PRA is
involved with.
It’s almost too bad that radio technology has advanced so much in the past 50 years. With only a
VHF/UHF handheld radio you will have access to a few local repeater stations. You will listen to the
same 15 guys talk about the same stuff. Often, they are inadvertently spreading incorrect information
and using poor operating practices carried over from “CB” radio. Often, they know less about Ham
Radio than you do. It can be disheartening. However, repeaters are very handy to chat with your local friends, as many PRA members use them for this purpose, especially at 8:00 every Sunday night
on our DMR (Digital Mobile Radio) net https://nedecn.org/about-nedecn/dmr-nets/ .
Getting into Amateur Radio before the 70’s would have been
exposed you more to Short Wave radios (today called High Frequency, or “HF”). You would have heard and learned CW
(Morse code), tuned into AM and SSB (Single Sideband) stations conversing around the world, had to fiddle with knobs,
dials, and tubes. You would have heard a diverse group of radio
Amateurs from around the globe on the different HF bands.
Many of us still do this regularly. Yesterday I contacted a group
of guys on expedition in Botswana, then chatted with my
“friend” Bob, a vintage radio enthusiast on the Isle of Man.
I’ve been a ham for 50 years. The most exciting time was when I
first started. And the best thing I did was join a radio club. Now
I am the president. Think about it, you don’t get very good at
basketball or any sport by playing alone. You need to be involved with others on your level, be influenced from those who
are really good at it, and learn from really knowledgeable coaches.
Whether newcomer or veteran Ham, members all learn from
each other. The PRA is a resource, to be used for transferring
knowledge, and to be replenished with new ideas. I have no
doubt we will continue to thrive in our 2nd hundred years.
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WHAT IS AMATEUR RADIO?
When cell phones, regular phones, the internet and other systems are down or
overloaded, Amateur Radio still gets the message through. Radio amateurs, often called “hams,” enjoy radio technology as a hobby. But it's also a service, a vital service that has saved lives when regular communication systems failed.
Who are Hams?
Ham Radio operators are movie stars, missionaries, doctors, students, politicians, truck drivers and regular people. They are all ages,
sexes and income levels linked by their interest in wireless communications
technologies. There are more licensed American Amateur Radio operators now than ever before in history.
What's the appeal of Ham Radio?
Hams are at the cutting edge of many technologies. They provide thousands of hours of volunteer community and emergency services when
normal communications go down or are overloaded. All of them enjoy being creators, not just
consumers, of wireless technology.
© American Radio Relay League

WHY DO YOU NEED
A LICENSE?
While license application
requirements vary by
country, the Amateur
Radio Service is also controlled by international
law and agreements because radio waves do not
stop for international
borders. In its regulations
(Part 97), the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) recognizes
the ability of the hobby
not only to advance radio
communication and technical skills, but also to
enhance international
goodwill.

Want to learn more?
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http://www.arrl.org/what-is-amateur-radio
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WHO IS THE PROVIDENCE RADIO ASSOCIATION

DAVE TESSITORE, K1DT

The Providence Radio Association (PRA) was founded in 1919 and has been continuously active for 102 years. During that time, the purpose has not changed; the promotion of interest
in radio communication and experimentation; the advancement of the radio art; the dissemination of knowledge and information through social gathering, and meeting with fellow radio
amateurs and interested persons. A first step of any new Amateur should be to join a Club,
attend a few meetings, meet the members, and
become exposed to the various aspects of the
hobby.
Our Members We have much to offer both
new and old hams. The PRA is a very friendly
and diverse group! Several members are newly licensed, several have been Hams for 60+
years, and many in-between. We have two repeaters, but we are not a repeater club. Several
members are DXers (distant contact enthusiasts), but we are not a DX club. Some members are engineers, while others are not technical at all. Our members operate the latest
digital modes including DMR as well as traditional analog modes such as SSB and CW.
W1OP Neutaconkanut Hill is the home to
our Club Station W1OP. At our disposal are two state-of-the-art remote-controlled Digital
and SSB stations, two traditional SSB and CW stations, a VHF station, and even some vintage
1950s tube gear. The Club also has a 450 MHz DMR repeater on the NEDECN network and a
220 MHz FM repeater, both quite active.
Activities
We have a lot planned this year at the PRA. Monthly educational seminars, participation in various on-the-air radio competitions, and social gatherings. One of our favorite
annual activities is Field Day. For two days in June we play “Boy Scout” for a weekend and operate radios around the clock from tents set up at Beavertail State Park, making hundreds of
contacts with similar groups across North America. This is to hone the skills and emergency
preparedness of all radio Amateurs, as well as a fun outdoor weekend with friends.
ARRL Affiliation
The PRA is an ARRL affiliated club. This December 9th we mark 100
years of ARRL affiliation. There are only a handful of Amateur Radio clubs which have supported the ARRL for 100 years. Even fewer can proudly display the original certificate signed
by “The Old Man”* himself, Hiram Percy Maxim, hanging on the wall inside our club house!
To mark this occasion, a variety of special events are planned throughout this Centennial
year, including on-the-air activities, special programs and lectures, recognition at the upcoming ARRL convention, and a banquet dinner to mention a few.
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WHO IS THE PROVIDENCE RADIO ASSOCIATION?

(CONT’D)

We Invite You
We encourage all interested in Amateur Radio to visit the Clubhouse and
explore our modern and vintage equipment, our impressive two-ton rotatable Log Periodic
(LP) antenna, and our Digital and Remote HF setups. While the 2nd Tuesday of each month is
our members-only formal Business Meeting, all other Tuesdays are informal meetings open to
all. We invite you to come and chat, discuss radios, talk about life, have a coffee, get to know

what we are all about. While under COVID guidelines, chat with members on our Tuesday
web meetings. This is how we learn and get more out of Amateur Radio.
Until then, as we say, “73”

Want to learn more?

(Morse Code abbreviation for best regards)

http://www.W1OP.com

*Hiram Percy Maxim founded and became the first President of the ARRL in 1915. He occasionally penned editorials in QST magazine using the pseudonym "The Old Man." These "rants" became legendary. To this day, the
term “Old Man”, or simply “OM” continues to be a nickname for all male Amateur Operators, with “YL”, for
“Young Lady”, being the counterpart.
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PUBLIC SERVICE: FIELD DAY

TOM GREENWOOD, W1ER

For those of you who are reading this because you picked up a printed copy from us, the
event that you observed is known as Field Day. Field Day is an emergency preparedness
exercise that runs as a pseudo contest.
The goal of Field Day is to test amateur radio operator skills to get stations erected and operating for a 24 hour period on emergency power, i.e., not from commercial power. The
idea is to simulate what would be needed in the event of a natural disaster where commercial power and telecommunications may be impaired. During the event, our skills and
readiness will be measured by the number of stations with whom we make contact.
Today we are operating three stations, one exchanging contacts with traditional voice, one
using digital computer type of information, and one using good old fashioned Morse Code.
There are no wires connecting our station to any other station we are making contact with,
no cell phones, no WIFI, no internet. We rely solely on operator skill and mother nature.
Field Day has been conducted yearly since 1933 with the exception of the years during
World War II. Approximately 10,00 stations are expected to be participating this year
across the United States, Canada, and also internationally.
Due to continued COVID cautions, our primary operating location this year for this event
is our club location atop Neautaconcanut Hill in Johnston, RI. Historically, Beavertail
Point in Jamestown, RI has been our home for this event and is the site of the former Fort
Burnside. It provides for excellent propagation of our signals across North America.
From circa 1960 to 1974, Fort Burnside was used for the Naval Radio Station
(NAVRADSTA) Jamestown, Naval Communications Station (NAVCOMMSTA) Newport.
Field Day is just one of many ways that The PRA commits itself to providing Public
Service.

Best of Luck to Team PRA

Field Day—Fort Burnside—Circa 1981
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ON THE AIR: THE PRA SUNDAY DMR NET

DOMENIC MALLOZZI, N1DM

The PRA Net is held every Sunday at 8 PM on ‘New England Tac1’
channel on the New England Digital Emergency Communications
Network (NEDECN) and has been a great success. In the first
quarter of this year we held 13 sessions with 139 check-ins. The
average of 10 check-ins per net is good for a club that has only 30
members. The net is on NEDECN Network including the W1OP 70
cm repeater. For those who are local to the Providence area and
want to use the W1OP repeater, be sure to program your radio as
follows:
RX Frequency
TX Frequency
Split
Talk Group
Color Code

447.725
442.725
5.0 MHz
8801
2

Time Slot

1

This is not the clubs first VHF net. In the 70’s we had a net on 2 M
AM. Yes, you read that correctly it was on AM not FM. The QSL
card below is from past president WA1RXI who is now a silent
key. Note he is using a HW30 which is the famous Heathkit Benton Harbor Lunchbox.
Thanks
to
the
NEDECN and their
repeater owners for
use of the system for
our net which allows
our members in MA
and NH to talk with
the RI group.

NEDECN
The New England Digital Emergency Communications Network was created by the linking
of several amateur radio digital
repeaters, each with emergency
power. Communications can be
customized for Statewide and
Regional configurations using
talk groups and time slots.
NEDECN is:
A Digital Network of 90+ Amateur Radio Service Repeaters
covering the New England
States
Facilitating mobile roaming
communications
throughout
New England for routine communications
An Umbrella organization supporting local amateur radio
groups through funding to expand the network and enhance
local communications
A provider of Special Event
communications for Boston
Marathon, Vermont 100, NH
State EOC, SKYWARN and
NWS Gray, Maine
Focused on emergency preparedness with sites on battery and
generator power sources
A Training ground for technical
and communicator resources
© NEDECN.org

DMR
Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) is an open digital mobile radio standard
defined in the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Standards and used commercially around the world.
Using digital modulation techniques in combination with two time slot
time division multiple access (TDMA), DMR allows for voice and data
communications that permit for up to a 2:1 improvement in spectrum
efficiency while providing advanced features such as regional and functional group distribution, automatic communication of ID information,
short messaging services, and geolocation.
DMR is one of several digital communications mediums available for
radio amateurs across the world and is another exciting way in which
radio amateurs are experimenting with the future of radio.
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HAPPENINGS:
Congratulations to PRA Member Frank Donovan, W3LPL on his fine article
in the May issue of QST , “What to Expect During the Rising Years of
Solar Cycle 25”.
VY FB OM

IP Networking for Remote Access by W1CA
25 May 2021

Tuesday Evening Technical Talk

ARRL VHF Contest

http://www.arrl.org/june-vhf

12-14 June 2021 On-Air Operating Event
N3FJP Field Day Software by W1ER
15 June 2021

Tuesday Evening Technical Talk

Field Day
26-27 June 2021 Beavertail Point, Jamestown, RI
Introduction to Satellites by N1DM
27 July 2021

Tuesday Evening Technical Talk

Enigma and Alan Turing by W1IUP
31 August 2021

Tuesday Evening Club Technical Talk

The Happenings section is
the place to list events,
member accomplishments,
and other short notices
pertaining to club members
and other items of member
interest.
Events take place year
round, be it contests,
conventions, flea markets, or
just casual get togethers.
If you think there is an item
of interest or event that
should be listed in our
Happenings, please let our
Club President know and we
will do our best to get it
included.
Also, don’t forget we meet
weekly
every
Tuesday
evening
on
the
web.
Members should watch your
email
for
meeting
announcements.

Olneyville NY System Dinner
7 Sept. 2021

18 Plainfield Street, Providence, RI

ARRL New England Convention

http://hamxposition.org

10-12 Sept. 2021 Best Western Royal Plaza, Marlborough, MA
Introduction to DMR by N1DM
28 Sept. 2021
Nearfest XXX

Tuesday Evening Technical Talk
http://near-fest.com

15—16 Oct. 2021 Deerfield Fairgrounds, Deerfield, NH
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IN CLOSING:
THANK YOU
The Clubhouse grounds are looking much improved. The area behind the club is being cleared to
keep the trees away from our antennas and guy wires.
Amazing how much can be accomplished in a short amount of time with an organized group of
volunteers. After the groundskeeping is complete, we will rewire our ground radial field and repair/replace some wire antennas. All are invited to pitch in!
Many thanks to the following:
Gill Brown; N1BBM, Jack Butler; WA1WEE, Frank DePetrillo; W1EYH, Dan Foley;
KC1OPN, Kevin Richard; KC1MSH, Rachel Simon; AC1GE, Bob VanHerpe; W1OSP,
John Winman; KZ1K, Dan Harrington; AC1IJ, Bob Simoneau; KA3WLV, Neville
Bedford; W1ESQ

The
Providence
Radio
Association
The Old Professor is
published quarterly by
The Providence Radio
Association.
Editor: Tom Greenwood,
W1ER
W1ER@ARRL.NET
How to Contact US
Snail mail:
1 Ludlow Street
Johnston, RI 02919-6618

This is Your newsletter. Forward your items of interest,
short articles, and photos to W1ER@ARRL.NET We will
make every effort to include your submission.

E-mail:
dmallozzi@AOL.COM
http://www.w1op.com

73 AND SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/144768709262409/
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